Heil, Peter and Dexter R. F. Irvine. First-spike timing of audi-of neuronal discharges, rather than their rates (e.g., Cariani tory-nerve fibers and comparison with auditory cortex. J. Neuro-1995; Ferster and Spruston 1995; Hopfield 1995; Midphysiol. 78: 2438 Midphysiol. 78: -2454 Midphysiol. 78: , 1997. The timing of the first spike of cat dlebrooks et al. 1994). In principle, temporal coding could auditory-nerve (AN) fibers in response to onsets of characteristic be provided by the temporal structure of the spike train(s) frequency (CF) tone bursts was studied and compared with that of a single neuron or by the temporal pattern across a populaof neurons in primary auditory cortex (AI), reported previously. tion of neurons. The latter coding scheme would have to be old. S estimates varied with CF in a fashion similar to the cat's To explore possible temporal coding strategies across a audiogram and, for low-and medium-SR fibers, matched those for population of onset neurons, knowledge of the stimulus fac-AI neurons. Minimum latency decreased with increasing SR and tor(s) that might determine first-spike timing is crucial. At CF. As in AI, the standard deviation of first-spike timing (SD) in all levels of the auditory pathway, it is commonly observed AN was also an inverse function of maximum acceleration of peak that the first-spike latency of a given neuron decreases monopressure. The characteristics of the increase of SD with latency in tonically with the sound pressure level (SPL) of a stimulus. a given AN fiber/AI neuron and across AN fibers/AI neurons Because laboratory auditory signals are routinely shaped revealed that the precision of first-spike timing to some stimuli can with rise times to avoid spectral splatter at signal onset, it actually be higher in AI than in AN. The data suggest that the basic characteristics of the latency-acceleration functions of tran-is sometimes assumed that this decrease is due to an earlier sient onset responses seen in cortex are generated at inner hair crossing of the neuron's firing threshold during the time the cell-AN fiber synapses. Implications for signal processing in the signal takes to reach maximum amplitude (e.g., Kitzes et al. auditory system and for first-spike generation and adaptation in 1978). However, we have recently demonstrated [in primary AN are discussed. auditory cortex (AI)], by varying SPL and rise time, that this threshold model of latency is inadequate to account for a neuron's change in latency, particularly when adaptive
favored when the responses of individual neurons consist time and sound pressure level were parametrically varied. Although of only a single spike or a short train of spikes in which measurement of first-spike latency of AN fibers was somewhat interstimulus intervals are invariant with stimulus paramecompromised by effects of spontaneous activity, latency was an invariant and inverse function of the maximum acceleration of ters. Onset responses, or the onset component of more compeak pressure (i.e., a feature of the 2nd derivative of the stimulus plex response patterns, of neurons at many levels of the envelope), as previously found in AI, rather than of tone level or auditory pathway demonstrate such properties. For example, rise time. Latency-acceleration functions of all AN fibers were of in auditory cortex, particularly of barbiturate-anesthetized very similar shape, similar to that observed in AI. As in AI, latency-animals, most neurons discharge only a single spike tightly acceleration functions of different fibers were displaced along the locked to the onset of a stimulus (e.g., Brugge et al. 1969 ; latency axis, reflecting differences in minimum latency, and along Calford and Semple 1995; Evans and Whitfield 1964 neurons that discharge short bursts of spikes appear to be those in AI. This suggests that S estimates are biased by SR per se, and that unbiased true S values would be less tightly correlated relatively invariant with changes in basic stimulus properties with response properties covarying with SR, such as firing thresh- (Phillips and Sark 1991; Phillips et al. 1996) .
old. S estimates varied with CF in a fashion similar to the cat's To explore possible temporal coding strategies across a audiogram and, for low-and medium-SR fibers, matched those for population of onset neurons, knowledge of the stimulus fac-AI neurons. Minimum latency decreased with increasing SR and tor(s) that might determine first-spike timing is crucial. At CF. As in AI, the standard deviation of first-spike timing (SD) in all levels of the auditory pathway, it is commonly observed AN was also an inverse function of maximum acceleration of peak that the first-spike latency of a given neuron decreases monopressure. The characteristics of the increase of SD with latency in tonically with the sound pressure level (SPL) of a stimulus. a given AN fiber/AI neuron and across AN fibers/AI neurons Because laboratory auditory signals are routinely shaped revealed that the precision of first-spike timing to some stimuli can with rise times to avoid spectral splatter at signal onset, it actually be higher in AI than in AN. The data suggest that the basic characteristics of the latency-acceleration functions of tran-is sometimes assumed that this decrease is due to an earlier sient onset responses seen in cortex are generated at inner hair crossing of the neuron's firing threshold during the time the cell-AN fiber synapses. Implications for signal processing in the signal takes to reach maximum amplitude (e.g., Kitzes et al. auditory system and for first-spike generation and adaptation in 1978). However, we have recently demonstrated [in primary AN are discussed. auditory cortex (AI)], by varying SPL and rise time, that this threshold model of latency is inadequate to account for a neuron's change in latency, particularly when adaptive I N T R O D U C T I O N processes or accommodation are taken into account (Heil Rapid temporal changes in sounds are represented in the and Irvine 1996) . In most laboratory experiments, the rise temporal structure of the spike trains of auditory nerve fibers time and rise function are routinely kept constant. When and central auditory neurons, as manifested in phase locking SPL is varied under these conditions, the time course of the to individual cycles (i.e., to the ''fine structure'') of low-peak pressure (or envelope) during the signal's onset, as well frequency sounds or to periodic changes in the envelope of its derivatives, such as the rate of change (1st derivative) amplitude-modulated sounds or in the frequency of fre-and the acceleration of peak pressure (2nd derivative), are quency-modulated sounds (for reviews see Rhode and inevitably co-altered. Because most auditory neurons disGreenberg 1992; Ruggero 1992; see also Cariani and Del-charge spikes that are triggered by a signal's onset, it is gutte 1996). In recent years, considerable attention has been conceivable that onset responses might be sensitive to such devoted to the possibility that other properties of sensory envelope characteristics rather than to the steady-state SPL.
In fact, we have recently identified stimulus parameters stimuli might also be coded in terms of the temporal pattern ms linear rise times. The activity of single AN fibers was recorded and neuronal properties relevant for determining the timing with micropipettes, filled with a solution of pontamine sky blue in of the first (and often only) spike of the response of neurons 3 M KCl or NaCl, and with impedances of Ç7-10 MV at 1 in AI to tone burst stimuli (Heil 1997a; kHz. Under visual control through an operating microscope, the 1996), as well as those relevant for determining the strength micropipette was positioned manually on the surface of the nerve, of the response (Heil 1997b) . With regard to spike timing, using a dorsoposterior to ventroanterior and a slightly medial-towe found, by varying SPL and rise time, that latency was lateral approach. The pipette was further advanced by means of a an invariant function of the rate of change of peak pressure remote-controlled stepper-motor microdrive. Neural activity was (for linear rise functions) and of the maximum (or initial) amplified (1,000 times), filtered (500-5,000 Hz), passed through acceleration of peak pressure (for cosine-squared rise func-a Schmitt-trigger, and displayed on storage oscilloscopes. The discriminator level was unaltered during data acquisition when it was tion tones), i.e., of characteristics of the derivatives of the possible to do so without losing the fiber. Event times were stored stimulus envelope (Heil 1997a) . A number of observations on disk with 10-ms resolution for off-line analysis.
suggested that these characteristics of latency functions Once a fiber was isolated, its characteristic frequency (CF; fremight be of peripheral origin.
quency of lowest response threshold) was determined by manually
The present study was undertaken to test more directly varying the stimulus frequency and amplitude. Quantitative data the hypothesis of a peripheral origin of the characteristics were obtained with CF tone bursts that were presented under comof cortical latency-acceleration functions by studying the puter control. All tone bursts were of 200-ms total duration and responses of auditory nerve (AN) fibers under conditions were shaped with symmetrical cosine-squared rise and fall funcbasically identical to those used previously in the investiga-tions. At tone onset the peak pressure (PP; in Pa), i.e., the tone tion of AI neurons and by directly comparing the results. burst envelope, changes as a function of time t (in s) according to Comparison of such data from auditory periphery and cortex PP Å PP plateau * cos 2 (t/CRT * p/2 / p/2) with 0°t°CRT (1) could also provide valuable insights into the way in which first-spike timing may be shaped by the complex divergent where CRT is the cosine-squared rise time (in s) and PP plateau the and convergent connections within the system. plateau peak pressure. The rate of change of peak pressure (RCPP; in Pa/s), i.e., the first derivative of the envelope, varies with time according to
Four adult cats of either sex were prepared for recordings from the AN. All cats were free of outer and middle ear infections on the RCPP is maximal halfway through the rise time and is given by recording side (left and right for 2 cats each), as judged by otoscopic inspection. Each cat was deeply anesthetized with pentobarbitone so-
dium (40 mg/kg ip). Atropine sulphate (Atropin; 0.3 ml im) was administered to reduce tracheal mucous secretion. A broad-spectrum The acceleration of peak pressure (APP; in Pa/s 2 ), i.e., the antibiotic (Amoxil; 0.5 ml im) was also given. The trachea and the second derivative of the envelope, varies with time according to radial vein were cannulated, and anesthesia was maintained throughout
the experiment by intravenous injections of pentobarbitone in a physiological saline solution that also contained a few drops of heparine. The
electrocardiogram was continuously monitored, and rectal temperature
was held at 38 { 0.3ЊC by a thermostatically controlled DC blanket. For initial surgery, the animal's head was secured in a stereotaxic frame, Maximum APP occurs at the beginning of the rise time and is using blunt ear bars. A head-holder was fixed to the skull with screws given by and dental acrylic. A round-window electrode and a length of fine-bore polyethylene tubing, allowing static pressure equalization within the
middle ear, were inserted through a small hole in the bulla on the The time courses of peak pressure, rate of change, and accelerarecording side. Thereafter, the bulla was resealed with dental acrylic, tion of peak pressure for cosine-squared rise functions are schematthe external meatus was cleared of surrounding tissue, transected to ically illustrated in Fig. 1 . It should be emphasized that the enveleave only a short meatal stub, and the ear bar was removed. Also on lope of a signal is a construct (for a detailed account of the notion the recording side, the skull was trephined caudal to the tentorium, the of an envelope, see Viemeister and Plack 1993) . A tone burst's dura was removed, and the cerebellum over the cochlear nucleus was envelope becomes more and more elusive as the period of the aspirated. The auditory nerve was then exposed near its exit from the carrier frequency increases and accounts for an increasingly siginternal auditory meatus by gently pushing and holding the cochlear nificant fraction of the rise time. This gradually fading envelope nucleus medially with small saline-soaked cotton swabs.
construct also has a counterpart in the generator potential of inner hair cells (IHCs) in response to tones. At high frequencies, the
Acoustic stimulation and recording procedures
envelope of the signal is more or less closely reflected in the time course of the DC component of the generator potential. With The cat was located in a sound-attenuating chamber. Stimuli were digitally produced (Tucker Davis Technology) and presented decreasing frequency the DC component decreases, whereas the AC component, which reflects the signal's fine structure, increases to the cat's ear via a calibrated sealed sound delivery system, consisting of a STAX SRS-MK3 transducer in a coupler (Sokolich (see Palmer and Russell 1986; Russell and Sellick 1983) .
Twenty or 50 repetitions of CF tones with a given rise time 1981). The calibration procedure has been described in detail elsewhere (Heil et al. 1992a) . The sound delivery tube of the coupler were presented at 2 Hz, at SPLs ranging from below threshold up to 90 dB SPL (re 20 mPa) in 10-dB steps. This was followed by fitted snugly into the meatal stub. The compound action-potential audiogram was examined in response to 10-ms tone bursts with 1-recording the spikes in the same number of repetitions of 210-ms FIG . 1. Envelope characteristics of the onsets of tone bursts shaped with cosinesquared rise functions. Panels in the left column show, for 3 different stimuli, the time courses of peak pressure during the rise time. Only the top halves of the symmetrical envelopes are illustrated. The middle and right columns show the resulting time courses of the rate of change of peak pressure and of the acceleration of peak pressure, respectively. Signals in the top row have identical rise time, but differ in plateau peak pressure, rate of change, and acceleration of peak pressure. Signals in the middle row have identical plateau peak pressure, but differ in rise time, rate of change, and acceleration of peak pressure. Signals in the bottom row have identical maximum acceleration of peak pressure, but differ in plateau peak pressure, rise time, and rate of change of peak pressure. time windows, also at 2 Hz, during which no stimulus was pre-First-spike latency of auditory nerve fibers and sented. These no-stimulus windows were used to derive measures implications of spontaneous activity of spontaneous activity (see below). A different rise time was then selected and the recording procedure repeated. As many as six FIRST-SPIKE LATENCY VERSUS RESPONSE LATENCY. Before different rise times, covering the range of 1.7-85 ms, were tested we present data on the first-spike latencies of AN fibers, and presented in random sequence. Note that tones of the same some consideration of the effects of spontaneous activity on SPL but different rise time have different total energy. latency measurements is required. When a fiber is spontaneously active, the first spike that occurs after stimulus onset Data analysis is not necessarily a spike that was evoked by that stimulus. Thus mean first-spike latency may not accurately reflect the Spikes in response to the 20 or 50 presentations of a given fiber's true response latency. However, because there is no stimulus were displayed off-line as a poststimulus time histogram. a priori knowledge of which spike in a spike train following
The total number of spikes in a 210-ms window commencing with the onset of a stimulus is the first evoked by the stimulus, tone onset and summed over all repetitions was the measure of the problem of determining the response latency, as distinresponse for a tone of a given SPL and rise time. Firing threshold guished from the first-spike latency, cannot be overcome was defined as the lowest level of a tone that elicited more spikes than the mean number of spikes plus two standard deviations (SDs) simply by delaying the analysis window relative to stimulus recorded in the no-stimulus intervals. For each combination of SPL onset. The likelihood of the first spike being spontaneous, and rise time, the latency of the first spike on each repetition of rather than evoked by the stimulus, obviously increases with that stimulus within the 210-ms window was used to calculate the the fiber's SR and with the latency of the first stimulusmean and SD of the latency. Latency measures were not corrected evoked spike. Thus, when a fiber responds on every trial, for acoustic delays of Ç0.25 ms.
but is also spontaneously active, mean first-spike latency can be shorter than the true response latency. However, when R E S U L T S the fiber's response probability is less than one, i.e., near threshold, diverse effects may be anticipated. Consider the Database case where a fiber responds only to some of the repetitions of a near-threshold stimulus and does so with some particular A total of 77 AN fibers were studied. Two cats provided the bulk of the data (95-107: n Å 25 and 96-001: n Å 42), latency. During the other repetitions the fiber is only spontaneously active. Then, the mean first-spike latency based on whereas the other two cats served mainly for a different project and provided only limited data to the present study. all repetitions could be longer or shorter than the response latency, depending on the response probability, on the reThe fibers had CFs ranging from 0.6 to 35.5 kHz. Spontaneous discharge rate (SR) varied from zero or near-zero to sponse latency, and on SR. Mean first-spike latency could be longer than the response latency (termed here a ''negative Ç90 spikes/s. According to the classification of Liberman (1978) , 10 fibers (13%) were low-SR (°0.5 spikes/s), 27 near-threshold effect''), when the response probability is low, the actual response latency short, and the SR low or (35%) were medium-SR (ú0.5°18 spikes/s), and 40 (52%) were high-SR (ú18 spikes/s).
medium. With this conjunction of characteristics, the stan-dard deviation (SD) of first-spike latency might also be in physiological studies, and for high SPLs. This is evident from a comparison of Fig. 2E and Fig. 2F , which replot the larger than that of the response latency. Mean first-spike latency could be shorter than the response latency (''positive data of Fig. 2B and Fig. 2C , respectively, with a higher resolution of the ordinate. near-threshold effect'') when the SR is high and the response latency long. Finally, it must be kept in mind that, because of Equivalent data from a high-SR fiber are presented in Fig.  3 . Again, latency functions obtained with tones of different the refractory period following a spike, spontaneous activity rise time are in much closer register when plotted as a funcmight also delay somewhat the occurrence of the first truly tion of maximum acceleration of peak pressure (Fig. 3C ) evoked spike. To obtain an estimate of the influence of sponthan of SPL (Fig. 3B) , even for short rise times and high taneous activity on mean first-spike latency, the mean { SPLs (compare Fig. 3, F and E) . Also, the means and SDs SD of the first-spike in 20 or 50 no-stimulus windows was of measured latencies to some low-SPL tones were in the calculated. This sample of spontaneous activity was obtained range of, or even exceeded, measures based on the fiber's following the last presentation of a 90-dB SPL tone with a spontaneous activity [viz., 9-20 ms for latency (Fig. 3C) ; given rise time.
6-18 ms for SD (Fig. 3D) ]. When the common course of FIRST-SPIKE LATENCY. Figure 2B plots mean first-spike la-the latency-acceleration function formed by the high-SPL tency as a function of tone level (in dB SPL) and rise time tones is visually extrapolated toward lower values of accelerfor a medium-SR fiber. For each rise time, mean first-spike ation, the mean latencies to the low-SPL tones (10-40 dB) latency decreases monotonically with tone level, and at high of 85-ms rise time appear to fall below this function, i.e., tone levels the latency functions obtained with different rise latencies are shorter than expected on the basis of the magnitimes appear to converge on a single minimum. The range tude of acceleration. This positive near-threshold effect is over which latency decreases with level is more restricted to be expected from the high SR in combination with a rather for short rise times, and, for tones of most given levels, long response latency. In contrast, mean latencies to some latency increases monotonically with rise time, although at low-SPL tones of short rise times (e.g., 10 dB SPL with levels below 30 dB SPL the increase is rather irregular.
1.7-to 8.5-ms rise time, cf. Fig. 3 , A and B) are longer than In Fig. 2C the same data are plotted as a function of the expected on the basis of the magnitude of acceleration, a maximum acceleration of peak pressure. To a large extent, negative near-threshold effect that might be explained by a the six latency functions obtained with the different rise shorter response latency and a low response probability, as times are in close register. Only the data points from each reasoned above. function obtained with tones of the two or three lowest SPLs However, the fact that negative near-threshold effects deviate from the common course taken by the other points, were also seen in fibers with very low SRs makes it unlikely in that mean latencies to those stimuli are mostly much that the above interpretations hold generally. Data from two longer than those to the other stimuli with the same accelera-such fibers are illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5. Only mean firsttion. A comparison with the neuron's spike count functions spike latencies to tones louder than Ç20 dB above threshold ( Fig. 2A) shows that tones of 10 and 20 dB SPL do not are in close register, when plotted as a function of maximum evoke activity much above the neuron's SR (horizontal acceleration of peak pressure, whereas mean latencies to the dashed line), whereas tones of ¢30 dB are clearly supra-low-SPL tones are all considerably longer than the latencies threshold. These deviant means were therefore likely caused to the higher-SPL tones of the same acceleration (Figs. 4C by near-threshold effects, as outlined above. Furthermore, and 5C). Although the response probabilities to some of the deviant mean latencies obtained from this fiber to 10-these low-SPL stimuli were low, the latency mismatch could and 20-dB SPL tones, and for 85-ms rise time also to 30-hardly have been caused entirely by the very rare spontanedB SPL tones, all fall in the range of, or even exceed, mean ous spikes. The average total number of spikes recorded in first spike latencies that result from spontaneous activity the 20 no-stimulus trials was 0.5 for fiber 96-001/13 and (''mean spontaneous latencies''; diamonds near ordinate in 1.0 for fiber 96-001/42, values too low to be indicated by Fig. 2C) . Furthermore, the variability of the first-spike re-dashed lines in Figs. 4A and 5A, as was done in Figs. 2 and corded to low-SPL tones was as high as that of spontaneous 3. The variability of the timing of the first spike to the lowactivity. This is shown in Fig. 2D , which plots the SD of SPL tones is also quite high (Figs. 4D and 5D), reflecting first-spike latency against maximum acceleration of peak the fact that at these SPLs the first spike of these fibers, pressure. SDs of the first-spike latency of spontaneous activ-although likely evoked by the stimulus, could basically occur ity ranged from Ç35 to 65 ms (diamonds near ordinate in at any instant during the stimulus duration. In other words, Fig. 2D ), a range also obtained with low-SPL tones. Thus the first spike in these fibers and at these levels is neither a the mean first-spike latencies to stimuli near threshold, i.e., spontaneous one, nor one that is precisely locked to the with levels of 10 and 20 dB SPL, appear to be dominated stimulus onset. by spontaneous activity rather than by evoked spikes. When these values are disregarded, the fiber's mean first-spike la-Shape of latency-acceleration functions of AN fibers and tency is an unambiguous function of the maximum accelera-comparison with AI tion of peak pressure, as was recently reported for AI neurons (Heil 1997a ), irrespective of the stimulus level or rise time.
To assess the shapes of latency-acceleration functions of The improvement in the match of latency functions when AN fibers and to compare them with those of AI neurons, plotted as a function of acceleration rather than of SPL is which have negligible SRs (e.g., 2 ). The 6 diamonds near the ordinate represent the ''mean spontaneous latencies'' obtained from the 6 1 20 no-stimulus windows. D: standard deviation of first-spike latency plotted as function of the logarithm of maximum acceleration of peak pressure. The 6 diamonds near the ordinate represent the ''spontaneous standard deviations'' obtained from the 6 1 20 no-stimulus windows. E and F: same data as in B and C, respectively, plotted with higher resolution of the ordinate. AN fibers were curtailed to reduce the influence of near-for which the ''spontaneous latency'' criteria were inappropriate, mean latencies obtained within õ20 dB of firing threshold effects, described above, on the shape of the function. For high-SR and medium-SR fibers, this was done by threshold were discarded. Thus, for the low-SR fibers , mean latencies to discarding means of first-spike latency for which either the mean or the corresponding SD or both exceeded the lowest all tones°40 dB SPL were discarded. Figure 6A (symbols) shows such curtailed latency-accelmean latency or SD obtained for spontaneous activity. For fiber 95-107/35 (Fig. 2) , for example, application of these eration data from another five fibers with CFs ranging from 4.2 to 35.2 kHz. All fibers have medium SR so that each criteria meant that mean latencies to all 10-and 20-dB tones, and for 85-ms rise time also to 30-dB tones, were discarded. function can be followed to relatively long latencies at low values of maximum acceleration of peak pressure. It is apparFor fiber 95-107/34 (Fig. 3) , mean latencies to tones up to and including 40 dB SPL for 85-and 42-ms rise times, 20-ent that the latency-acceleration functions of the five fibers are of very similar shape. In fact, this was true for the entire dB SPL for the 17-ms rise time, and 10-dB SPL for the three shortest rise times were discarded. within the coordinate system, i.e., they differ somewhat in 5). L min is the minimum or asymptotic latency against which the minimum value against which latencies asymptotically L converges with APP max approaching infinity. It is thought converge at high values of acceleration of peak pressure, and, to include all those delays that are independent of the magnimore conspicuously, they are dispersed along the abscissa. tude of the stimulus, such as acoustic delays, middle-ear Equivalent observations were made previously on latency-conduction time, traveling wave delays, the axonal travel acceleration functions of AI neurons (Heil 1997a) . For com-time to the recording site, and the minimum synaptic delay parison, five such functions from AI neurons, also covering at the IHC-afferent fiber synapse. S denotes a neuronal sena wide CF range, are illustrated in Fig. 6B . When latency-sitivity to acceleration of peak pressure, more generally acceleration functions of AN fibers are compared with those termed ''transient sensitivity'' (Heil 1997a) , and is given of AI neurons, it is apparent that functions from those two in log units of APP max in Pa/s 2 . A large S value represents a auditory structures are also of similar shape (cf. Fig. 6 , A high transient sensitivity and indicates a latency-acceleration and B). We have therefore decided to use the same type of function in a relatively leftward position within the coordiformula to describe mathematically the latency-acceleration nate system (e.g., 96-001/08 in Fig. 6A ) and vice versa. functions of AN fibers as that used previously for functions The difference in S values for two fibers directly identifies of AI neurons (Heil 1997a) the displacement of their latency-acceleration functions along the abscissa. A is a scaling factor.
The best fit of Eq. 6 to the actual data from a given fiber was found by an iterative procedure that minimized the sum where L is a fiber's mean first-spike latency as a function of the squared deviations, each weighted with the fiber's of the maximum acceleration of peak pressure APP max . APP max is a function of both tone level and rise time (Eq. response probability, between the data and Eq. 6 (Heil J1002-6 / 9k20$$no04
10-29-97 14:22:29 neupas LP-Neurophys obtained for S and L min from this second fitting step then specified the latency-acceleration function's position along the abscissa and ordinate, respectively. For each of the five fibers for which the measured latencyacceleration data are shown by symbols in Fig. 6 A, the best fit of Eq. 6 with A Å 13.3 s is also illustrated (solid and dashed lines). Note that the best fits closely approximate FIG . 4. A-D: tone response measures of a low-SR fiber (95-001/13). Conventions as in Fig. 2 , except that higher-resolution panels are not provided. 1997a). In the first fitting step, L min , S, and A were free parameters. The scaling factor A showed a unimodal distribution across the fiber population with a mean of 13.3 s, very close to the equivalent value for the population of AI neurons (viz., 12.8 s). In a second and final fitting step, A was held fixed at 13.3 s. In so doing, a function with a fixed Figure 7A provides a scatterplot of S estimates against SR. For SRs above Ç2 spikes/s, the S estimates increase systematically with SR, and the correlation (r Å 0.758; n Å 77; P õ 0.001; with logarithm of SR) is stronger than that for firing threshold and SR. However, in judging the relative strengths of these correlations, it has to be kept in mind that, although latency-acceleration functions were curtailed to eliminate near-threshold effects, spontaneous activity still results in mean first-spike latencies that are shorter than the corresponding true response latencies, and therefore results in S estimates that are somewhat higher than the values that would be derived from true response latencies, if these true S values were available. Because the S estimates, compared with the true S values, will be biased in a SR-dependent fashion, the correlation between SR and S estimates is likely to be somewhat stronger than that between SR and true S FIG . 6. Comparison of latency-acceleration functions of auditory nerve (AN) fibers (A) and primary auditory cortex (AI) neurons (B). Data from fibers/neurons from different cats and with different CFs were selected to illustrate the similarity in the shapes of the latency-acceleration functions despite differences in extent. Cortical data were also obtained with different laterality of stimulus presentation. In A and B, mean latencies obtained from a given fiber/neuron are represented by the same symbol, and in B, latencies obtained from a given neuron with tones of the same rise time are also connected by continuous lines. In A, the best fits of Eq. 6 with A Å 13.3 s to the data for each fiber are shown by continuous and dashed lines (see legend). Note the good match of the fitted functions with the data. For further descriptions see RESULTS .
the measured data, thus Eq. 6 with A Å 13.3 s provides a rather accurate description of the actual change of first-spike latency with maximum acceleration of peak pressure.
Some interdependencies of parameters of latencyacceleration functions and comparison with auditory cortex
TRANSIENT SENSITIVITY AND SPONTANEOUS RATE. A funda- values, but how much stronger is difficult to quantify. In AI, 0.952 with n Å 77), and on average 1.3 ms shorter than, the shortest mean latency recorded. The difference is exwhere SRs are low, S estimates and SR are uncorrelated (r Å 0.198; n Å 75; P ú 0.05; Fig. 7A ).
pected given that even for short rise-time tones of high SPL the fibers had not reached their asymptotic values (see, e.g., TRANSIENT SENSITIVITY AND FIRING THRESHOLD. Because
Figs. 2, E and F, and 3, E and F). of the correlations of SR with firing threshold and with tranThere is a significant negative relationship (r Å 00.423; sient sensitivity, threshold and S estimate are also expected n Å 77; P õ 0.001) between L min and the log of SR, and to be correlated. Figure 7B shows a scatterplot of the two long minimum latencies prevail in the low-SR range (not measures. Each fiber provided multiple data points to the shown). Finally, there is a general trend for L min to decrease figure as a firing threshold was assigned for each rise time with increasing CF ( Fig. 9; solid squares) . In the CF range tested, although in the AN rise time has little, if any, effect on around 20 kHz, a fiber with extremely long minimum latency the firing threshold (e.g., Fig. 2A to 5A) . A linear regression of Ç22 ms, possibly an efferent fiber, and a cluster of six analysis between firing threshold (x) and S estimate (y) fibers with minimum latencies of 4-6 ms, much longer than revealed a slope of 00.057 with r Å 0.759 (n Å 333). For those of other fibers in the corresponding CF range, stand comparison, data from the auditory cortex are also shown out. At 1.6 kHz there is another such fiber. These long estiin Fig. 7B (open triangles) . In cortex, where the neuronal mates of minimum latency are not artifacts of the fitting discharges are phasic in contrast to the predominantly tonic procedure, because the shortest mean latencies of these fibers response of AN fibers, the SPL of a tone required to elicit were in a similar range. The spike count level functions of a threshold response (threshold criterion was a response five of these fibers were nearly straight, whereas three had probability of 0.1) generally increased with the rise time of sloping-saturation characteristics. SRs were mostly very low, the tone (Heil 1997b) . This leads to a considerable spread of the data points along the abscissa of Fig. 7B , and, compared with the nerve data, to a shallower slope (viz., 00.009) and a smaller correlation coefficient (viz., r Å 0.351 with n Å 319). Yet, when only the lowest threshold, i.e., that to tones with the shortest rise time tested, is taken into account, the slope and the correlation coefficient for the cortical data increase somewhat (viz., 00.027 with r Å 0.606 and n Å 70), but are still less than those for the nerve, which are basically unaltered by this selection procedure (viz., 00.060 with r Å 0.734 and n Å 76). As the S estimates are biased relative to those of true S values, the slope and the strength of the correlation between true S values and firing threshold in AN might be more similar to those in AI.
TRANSIENT SENSITIVITY AND CHARACTERISTIC FREQUENCY.
In Fig. 8A , S estimates are plotted as a function of characteristic frequency, separately for low-, medium-, and high-SR fibers. Note that the ordinate is reversed. S estimates are highest in the CF range from around 10-20 kHz, and fall off toward lower and higher frequencies, with the fall-off toward higher CFs being much steeper. This distribution resembles that for AI (open triangles), but the range of S estimates at any given CF is much wider in AN than in AI. At any CF, the S estimates of most high-SR fibers are not reached by the cortical neurons. The distribution of AI points matches more closely those of medium-and low-SR fibers, an observation more clearly illustrated in Fig. 8B , which plots the mean of the S estimates in 1-3 kHz wide CF bands (see Fig. 8 legend) as a function of CF, separately for highand for medium/low-SR fibers, and for AI neurons. Note that the shapes of the three functions are similar, but that for high-SR fibers is shifted by about one unit of S. This result again suggests that, because S estimates of AN fibers are biased due to spontaneous activity, true S values might show a distribution more similar to that seen in AI. Nevertheless, it is also possible that there are intrinsic differences 
where SD converges against SD min when the slope Lg of the latency-acceleration function approaches zero at high values of acceleration of peak pressure, and k is the proportionality factor, then SD should increase nonlinearly with L : with Lg , the first derivative of Eq. 6, given by Lg Å 04A * (log APP max / S) 05 it follows that SD grows with latency according to
Equations 7 and 9 were both fitted to the data for each fiber. Only SD values corresponding to those mean latencies that had been used in the fits of latency data were included. The linear model (Eq. 7) described the data well with an average r 2 of 0.855 (range 0.443-0.987). However, it proexcept for two fibers that belonged to the medium-SR group vided a better fit to the data in only 40% (31/77) of cases, and had sloping-saturation level functions. The two fibers whereas the nonlinear model (Eq. 9) did so in 60% of cases illustrated in Figs to be somewhat better decribed as being proportional to those of AN fibers, and with the exception of the possible the slope of the latency-acceleration function rather than to efferent, there is virtually no overlap between the two populatency itself. lations. The distribution of L min at a given CF is wider in AI than in AN. The data, although somewhat sparse, also sug-COMPARISON OF PRECISION OF FIRST-SPIKE TIMING IN AUDIgest that the decline of the shortest minimum latencies with TORY NERVE AND CORTEX. In Fig. 11 , the coefficient k is CF may be more pronounced in AI than in AN.
plotted against SR (solid squares). There is strong negative correlation between k and SR or its logarithm (r Å 00.858 and r Å 00.737, respectively; n Å 76). In other words, and Standard deviation of first-spike latency because a larger negative k value represents a steeper inIn cortex, it was observed that the SD of first-spike latency crease of SD with latency, the higher SR the steeper is that is also a function of maximum acceleration of peak pressure, increase. This trend is also clearly visible in the four data rather than of rise time or of tone level (Heil 1997a ). The sets illustrated in Fig. 10 . shape of an AI neuron's SD-acceleration function was disWhen the distribution of k in the nerve is compared with tinctly different from the shape of the corresponding latency-that obtained in the cortex (Fig. 11, open triangles) , it is acceleration function, arguing against a linear relationship evident that the distribution in cortex is much narrower, and between SD and latency. Rather, the nature of the shape that for most AI neurons k is relatively small, i.e., for AI differences suggested that SD was proportional to the slope neurons compared with AN fibers the increase in SD with of the latency-acceleration function. Such a relationship latency is rather shallow. Even when the comparison is recould be brought about, or be closely approximated by, jitter stricted to the fibers and neurons with a similar range of SRs in the term (logAPP max / S) of Eq. 6, i.e., jitter in the (i.e., below 2.5 spikes/s), k is smaller for AI neurons (mean acceleration of peak pressure or in the neuron's transient of 0.12) than for AN fibers (mean of 0.28). sensitivity. As a result, SD would increase with latency in Figure 12 provides a scatterplot of the smallest SD meaa nonlinear, rather than in a linear, fashion (Heil 1997a) . sured against the shortest latency measured from AN fibers Figures 2D to 5D illustrate that SD of AN fibers is also (solid symbols), both on logarithmic axes, with data from a function of maximum acceleration of peak pressure, when, low-, medium-, and high-SR fibers identified by different as was done with latency, near-threshold data are discarded. symbols. Note that the log of minimum SD increases roughly Data on the growth of SD with latency from four fibers are linearly with the log of minimum latency. A linear regression presented in Fig. 10 . As outlined above, if the SD-accelera-analysis between the logarithms of the two measures yielded tion function were a scaled version of the latency-accelera-a slope of 1.67 { 0.12 (mean { SE) and an ordinate intercept tion function, then SD would increase linearly with latency of 01.04 { 0.05 (top solid line in Fig. 12 ) with r Å 0.844; n Å 77. Thus the growth of minimum SD with minimum Note that SD increases more rapidly with mean latency for high-SR fibers and least rapidly for low-SR fibers. Dashed and solid lines represent the best fit of Eqs. 7 and 9, respectively. These assume that SD is proportional to mean latency (Eq. 7) or to the slope of the mean latency-acceleration function (Eq. 9).
established above) and a larger minimum variability of first-for AN, as reflected in similar exponents but markedly different coefficients in Eqs. 10 and 11. spike timing than high-SR fibers. Figure 12 also allows a comparison of AN data with corre- Figure 12 also illustrates that, although there is hardly any sponding data obtained from AI neurons (open triangles). overlap of the distributions of minimum latency of AN fibers For AI neurons, latency and SD represent the mean latency and AI neurons, there is considerable overlap in the distribuand corresponding mean SD to the three CF tone bursts most tions of their minimum first-spike variabilities, although effective in driving the neuron. For monotonic neurons these larger minimum SDs are more common in AI than in AN. were short-rise time, high-SPL tones, whereas for nonmono-This is more clearly illustrated in Fig. 13 , which plots the tonic neurons these could be medium-SPL tones. As for AN, minimum SDs in AN (solid triangles) and AI (open trianthere is a linear relationship between the logarithms of the gles) as cumulative percentage functions. The shallower two measures with a slope of 2.09 { 0.13 and a y-intercept slope and rightward displacement of the function for AI of 02.61 { 0.16 (bottom solid line in Fig. 12 ) with r Å relative to that for AN reflects the higher incidence of larger 0.830, n Å 115. Thus the growth of minimum SD with minimum SDs in AI compared with AN. minimum latency for AI neurons is well described by the However, the rates of growth of SD with mean latency power function are generally higher for AN fibers than for AI neurons (Fig.  11) , so that for stimuli for which latency and corresponding 1986) , who demonstrated that, at any given CF, high-SR fibers had the shortest and low-SR fibers the longest latencies. Because the unmyelinated peripheral terminal of high-SR fibers tends to be of larger caliber than that of low-SR fibers (Liberman 1982; Merchan-Perez and Liberman 1996) , it is likely that differences in associated passive membrane properties contribute to the latency differences, but differences in synaptic features, such as size or shape of synaptic bodies (Liberman 1980; Merchan-Perez and Liberman 1996) , may be involved as well. SR was also found to correlate with firing threshold, and fibers with high and medium SRs were of saturating (Fig. 3A) or sloping/saturating ( Fig. 2A) that cat, although the firing thresholds of none of the other 16 fibers with CFs in a 19-to 28-kHz range, nor any of the values, the distributions of SDs in AN and AI may be more remaining 22 fibers with CFs outside this range, provided similar. Figure 13 illustrates that for stimuli of similar, rela-evidence for such a loss. Straight level functions and low tively low maximum acceleration of peak pressure (loga-SRs are also characteristic features of efferent fibers of the rithms of 2.69-2.89; compare with Figs. 2-6 ) the SD distri-medial olivocochlear system (see Liberman 1988; Liberman bution for AN (solid circles) is shifted to the right of that and Brown 1986), so that it may be argued that some refor AI (open circles), indicating that first-spike latency for cordings may have been from efferent rather than afferent such stimuli is more precise in AI than in AN.
fibers. However, the minimum latencies of high-CF (ú2 kHz) efferents recorded by Liberman and Brown (1986) D I S C U S S I O N were all longer than Ç15 ms (with the exception of one The present study has demonstrated that the first-spike labinaurally driven efferent), considerably longer than the tency of AN fibers to CF tones shaped with cosine-squared minimum latencies recorded in the present study. Only 96-rise functions is an invariant function of the maximum acceler-001/29 with a CF of 27.9 kHz may have been an efferent ation of peak pressure, as was previously shown to be the case fiber. Its minimum latency was Ç24 ms, and its maximum for AI neurons (Heil 1997a) , rather than of SPL or rise time.
average firing rate was by far the lowest of all fibers studied Furthermore, the shape of latency-acceleration functions across (112 spikes in 4.2 s, i.e., Ç27 spikes/s, compared with Ç100 AN fibers was very similar and was also similar to that obspikes/s for other low-SR fibers with straight level functions, served in AI. As in AI, latency-acceleration functions were see Figs. 4 and 5; and up to Ç250 spikes/s in fibers of displaced along the latency axis, reflecting differences in minimedium and high SRs, Figs. 2 and 3 ). mum latency, and along the acceleration axis, reflecting differMinimum latency also decreased with CF ( Fig. 9) , in a ences in sensitivity to acceleration (transient sensitivity). The manner qualitatively similar to that observed by Rhode and variability of first-spike timing (SD) in AN was also a function and similar to the decrease of group delays of maximum acceleration of peak pressure. The increase of measured in squirrel monkey (Anderson et al. 1971) , cat SD with mean latency is somewhat better described by a non- (Goldstein et al. 1971; , guinea pig linear than by a linear relationship, as was the case in cortex. (Palmer and Russell 1986) , and chinchilla (Ruggero and These data support our previous conclusion that characteristics Rich 1987) . The asymptotic value reached at high CFs by of the latency-acceleration function reflect processes at the our estimates of L min , which were derived from the fits, was synapses between IHCs and AN fibers.
somewhat shorter than the values of 1-2 ms reported in the Comparison of basic findings in auditory nerve with studies cited above, a discrepancy that obviously results from previous studies the different methodologies. The measure of transient sensitivity, which describes the Minimum latency increased with decreasing SR (Fig. 12) , a finding in agreement with results of Rhode and Smith relative displacement of latency functions along the accelera-J1002-6 / 9k20$$no04 10-29-97 14:22:29 neupas LP-Neurophys tion axis, has not been applied previously to AN fibers. It to populations with similar SR, the match even applied to the values obtained (Fig. 8B) . Thus when the effects of was found here that S estimates were correlated with SR (Fig. 7A) , so that, at any given CF, high-SR and low-SR SR on this measure (see DISCUSSION above) are taken into account, the relative CF-dependent displacements of latency fibers had the highest and lowest S estimates, respectively (Fig. 8) . We have argued here that the estimate of S, which functions along the acceleration axis are likely very similar in AN and AI. was derived from analysis of the first-spike latency, as distinguished from the true response latency, was affected by the Minimum latencies in AI were considerably longer than spontaneous activity of the fiber, so that S estimates can be those in AN, basically without overlap of the populations higher than the corresponding true S values; the more so the (Figs. 9 and 12) . The longer latencies in AI are, of course, higher SR. It follows then that the slope and the strength of expected, given the longer pathways and the higher number the correlation between S estimates and SR overestimate of serial synapses over which AI neurons receive their inputs. the slope and the strength of the correlation between the However, the distribution of minimum latency over CF for corresponding true S values and SR. It cannot be ruled out AI is not simply a delayed version of that for AN. Rather, that true S values and SR may even be uncorrelated, as is there is a larger scatter of minimum latencies at a given CF the case in AI, where SRs are low and S estimates are in AI than in AN, and the decline of minimum latencies with therefore equivalent to true S values. With these effects of CF appears to be steeper. The greater scatter of minimum SR on S estimates in mind, it is noteworthy that, at any latencies presumably reflects the fact that input to AI is given CF, S estimates of medium/low-SR fibers matched conveyed over multiple parallel brain stem and forebrain those of AI neurons, which have low SRs, whereas those of pathways (e.g., Clarey et al. 1992; Irvine 1992 for reviews). high-SR fibers were higher than the highest estimates ob-A steeper decline of (near-minimum) latencies with CF than tained in AI (Fig. 8) . Although it could be argued that high-expected from cochlear delays was also observed in the infe-SR fibers simply lack a representation in AI, this is extremely rior colliculus of cat (Langner et al. 1987 ) and gerbil (Heil unlikely, as for example, firing thresholds (in dB SPL) of et al. 1995) , and in the auditory cortex analogue of the AI neurons (e.g., Heil et al. 1992b Heil et al. , 1994 Phillips 1990; domestic chick (Heil and Scheich 1991) . Within the latter Schreiner et al. 1992) are as low as those of high-SR AN structure, the decline was shallowest for the input layer, and fibers (e.g., Liberman 1978) . The inevitable bias produced steepest for the layer highest up the processing hierarchy. by SR on S estimates also has the consequence that for AN The significance of these findings is as yet unclear, but it is the slope and strength of the correlation between S estimate noteworthy that the above studies provided direct or indirect and firing threshold, which is correlated with SR (e.g., Kiang evidence for a correlation of latency with preferred modulaet al. 1965; Kim and Molnar 1979; Liberman 1978; Rhode tion frequency of amplitude-modulated signals. and Smith 1986; Winter et al. 1990) , overestimates the slope PRECISION OF FIRST-SPIKE TIMING. The present study has and strength of the correlation between true S values and also demonstrated that minimum SD grows with minimum threshold. This conclusion is supported by the observed diflatency, and that for both AN and AI these relationships are ferences in the slopes and strengths of the correlations bebest described by power functions (Eqs. 10 and 11; Fig. tween transient sensitivity and firing threshold in AN and 12) . In their study of the posterior field (P) of the cat's AI. It needs to be reemphasized that, although the two meaauditory cortex, Phillips et al. (1995) have also provided a sures are correlated and S estimates vary with CF in a manner scatterplot of minimum SD versus latency, both on logarithgrossly similar to the cat's audiogram measured under simimic axis, of AI (and field P) neurons. As judged by eye, lar experimental conditions (Rajan et al. 1991) , transient their measurements from AI neurons (see their Fig. 9 ) are sensitivity and firing threshold are different measures.
in excellent agreement with those of the present study. As evident from the existence of a power relationship Comparison of first-spike timing in auditory nerve and between SD and latency for AN, this relationship originates cortex from pre-and postsynaptic factors across only a single synapse. The SDs of AI neurons are much smaller than those LATENCY. Although the first-spike latency of AN fibers is obtained by extrapolation to longer latencies of the trend compromised as a measure of response latency by spontaneseen in the AN data (Fig. 12) , and as reflected in a smaller ous activity, it showed dependencies on stimulus parameters coefficient of the power function. On the other hand, the strikingly similar to those of first-spike latency in AI. At distribution of SDs of AI neurons is not simply a delayed both levels of the auditory pathway, first-spike latency was version of that seen in AN (note that in Fig. 12 latency is an unambiguous function of the maximum acceleration of plotted on a logarithmic axis). Two different antagonistic peak pressure, and not of SPL or rise time. Furthermore, the processes may be expected to operate in the central auditory shapes of latency-acceleration functions of AN fibers and system whose joint effects may underlie the differences in AI neurons are remarkably similar (Fig. 6 ). This was emphathe power function of AI compared with that of AN. On the sized by the emergence of a similar average scaling factor one hand, the variability of first-spike timing in the afferent (viz., 13.3 s for AN and 12.8 s for AI) when the same axon(s) would be expected to be multiplied by some factor type of power function with identical sign and magnitude in the postsynaptic neuron, so that minimum SD would inof power was used to fit the latency functions. Also, the crease with increasing number of synapses and hence with neuronal transient sensitivities derived from these fits were increasing minimum delay along the pathway. Those spherirelated to CF by functions whose shapes were similar for AN and AI (Fig. 8) . When the comparison was restricted cal bushy cells of the anteroventral cochlear nucleus J1002-6 / 9k20$$no04
10-29-97 14:22:29 neupas LP-Neurophys (AVCN) that receive input from only one AN fiber via neuraxis are therefore expected with respect to the displacement of latency functions along the latency axis for off-CF a ''secure'' end-bulb-of-Held-type synapse might be well suited to study this effect. On the other hand, additional frequencies (see Fig. 6 in Heil 1997a) .
For AI neurons it was shown that the latency function cellular mechanisms, such as the requirement of coincident inputs for spike generation, might counteract this effect. For also has an important consequence for the magnitude of their onset responses ( Heil 1997b ) . The probability or the example, Joris et al. (1994) have shown that the phase locking of fibers of the trapezoid body, which originate from number of spikes of an AI neuron's response to tone burst onsets is a function of the instantaneous peak pressure ( enbushy cells in the AVCN, to low-frequency CF tones is more precise than that of AN fibers. They developed a model velope ) at the time of response generation and not of the steady-state SPL ( Heil 1997b ) . The time of response generthat generated such improved synchronization and assumed convergence of multiple AN fibers onto a bushy cell and a ation is given by the difference between the response latency and the minimum latency. The response latency is a spike-generating mechanism in that cell that required coincidence of input spikes. Also, there is ample evidence that function of maximum acceleration of peak pressure, and the peak pressure at the instant of response generation decortical neurons function as coincidence detectors (for review see König et al. 1996) .
pends on the time course of the envelope. Thus, and as explained and illustrated in more detail elsewhere ( Heil Although there was hardly any overlap of the distributions of minimum latency for AN fibers and AI neurons 1997b ) , a neuron's onset response represents a sample of the envelope taken at a particular instant. The numerical ( Fig. 12 ) , the corresponding distributions of minimum SDs spanned a similar range, a finding also made by Phillips value of that sample could be represented, for example, by the ratio of the responses of neurons with the same transient ( 1993 ) on the basis of a comparison of data sampled in different laboratories ( Phillips and Hall 1990; Rhode and sensitivity to that stimulus, i.e., of neurons that generate their responses at the same instant, but have different and Smith 1986 ) . Nevertheless, AI has a higher proportion of large SDs ( Figs. 12 and 13 ) , so that on average the maximal overlapping response versus instantaneous peak pressure functions. Samples of the changing envelope at different precision of first-spike timing is higher in AN than in AI. However, this comparison refers only to those tone burst instances are taken by neurons that generate their responses at different times after stimulus onset, i.e., that differ with stimuli that, in a given neuron, evoke a response with nearminimum latency and near-minimum SD. For any given respect to their transient sensitivity to that stimulus ( Heil 1997b ) . With regard to a tone burst onset, the population neuron, SD grows ( nonlinearly ) with latency, and does so at faster rates for AN fibers than for AI neurons ( Fig. 11 ) . of neurons sampling the envelope in this way would include neurons with different CFs, because a neuron's transient Consequently and perhaps surprisingly, first-spike timing to some stimuli can, on average, be even more precise in sensitivity is a function of frequency. In this way the changing envelope could be tracked and represented by the onset AI than in AN ( Fig. 13 ) .
responses of different neurons. Because latency-acceleration functions of different neurons have the same shape Some implications for signal processing in the auditory ( Fig. 6 ) , the temporal sequence of response generation to system stimuli of different acceleration ( e.g., stimuli that differ in SPL and / or in rise time ) will be the same. Importantly, The similarities of the behavior of first-spike timing in AN and AI demonstrated here suggest that this behavior is and because latency-acceleration functions approach each other with increasing acceleration, the intervals between likely to be shared by the onset responses of neurons at all levels between AN and AI, and possibly beyond AI. If this the times of response generation of different neurons are shorter for stimuli of high acceleration than for those of low were the case, then the responses to CF tones of a particular rise function (here: cosine-squared) of all AN fibers and acceleration. In other words, the sampling rate is adjusted to the rapidity of the envelope changes. Of course, this proonset neurons in the central auditory system would exhibit latency functions of basically identical shape. Neurons/fi-posed tracking relies on the orderly temporal sequence of response generation in that responsive population of neubers differ with respect to the extent of their functions, due to differences in threshold and, for central neurons, in non-rons. Consequently, the representation of fine stimulus details would be limited by the precision of spike timing monotonicity of responses (Fig. 6B ) (see also Heil 1997b). Neurons/fibers also differ with respect to minimum latency relative to the sampling rate. Because the SD of first-spike latency decreases with latency ( Fig. 10 ) ( see also Heil and transient sensitivity, both in a CF-dependent fashion (Figs. 8 and 9 ). The shape of the latency function itself is 1997a ) , the precision is high when the time of response generation is short and vice versa. This stimulus depenlikely to depend on, and vary with, the shape of the tone burst's rise function. For example, it was found in AI that dence of SD counteracts an increase in the temporal overlap of response initiation among the successively activated neuthe shape of latency-acceleration functions, recorded to tones of cosine-squared rise functions, differed from that of latency rons that will occur with an increase in the rapidity of the transient. Thus the temporal resolving capacity of this versus rate of change of peak pressure functions, recorded to tones of linear rise functions (Heil 1997a) . For a given system, which would be much higher than might be inferred from the ability of AI neurons to phase lock to repetitive neuron, the transient sensitivity is also a function of tone frequency, but these transient sensitivity-frequency func-stimuli, such as amplitude-modulated tones ( e.g., Eggermont 1991; Schreiner and Urbas 1988 ) , would be largely tions differ for different neurons (Heil 1997a) . Major differences among neurons and at different levels of the auditory unaffected by the overall SPL of a given stimulus.
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The data of the present study support the view that a stimulus for the onset component after this brief period. The steady-state SPL reached at the end of the rise time then similar tracking mechanism, as outlined above for AI and originally proposed by Heil ( 1997b ) , might operate among constitutes the effective stimulus for the sustained response.
In this scenario, and ignoring short-term (Chimento and onset responses of neurons at all levels of the auditory pathway. Such a tracking mechanism is clearly not re-Schreiner 1991; Smith and Zwislocki 1975; Westerman and Smith 1984; Yates et al. 1985) and long-term adaptation stricted to tone burst onsets but could function for a range of envelope transients, including formant transitions. (Javel 1996) , there could be two different mechanisms leading to synaptic transmitter release from the hair cell and to spike generation in the afferent fiber. One mechanism gives Implications with respect to first-spike generation and rise to the steady-state discharge rate. In this case, synaptic adaptation in auditory nerve transmission depends on the magnitude of the receptor potential, and it might be mediated by voltage-gated Ca 2/ chanThe previous finding in AI that the magnitude of a neuron's onset response (i.e., the number of spikes per stimulus) nels that inactivate little (steady-state Ca 2/ conductances). The other mechanism gives rise to the onset response. Here, is a function of the instantaneous peak pressure at the time of first-spike generation, given by the difference between synaptic transmission depends on a change of the receptor potential, and it might be mediated by rapidly inactivating the response latency and the minimum latency (i.e., by L 0 L min ), is equivalent to stating that the response is a function Ca 2/ conductances. Vertebrate hair cells appear to be equipped with voltage-gated Ca 2/ channels that are disof the integral of rate of change of peak pressure over a window whose duration is given by (L 0 L min ) and which tinctly different from those of most central neurons (for reviews see Dunlap et al. 1995; Fuchs 1996) . Voltage-gated commences with the stimulus (Heil 1997b) . For cosinesquared rise function tones, the latency in turn is a function Ca 2/ channels of hair cells hitherto identified are dihydropyridine sensitive and noninactivating, possibly related to of APP max (and hence of rise time and SPL; see Eq. 5). As this latency behavior was also demonstrated here for AN the neuronal L-type channels, and they seem ideally suited to mediate steady-state discharge rates. There is evidence fibers, the similarity suggests that the magnitude of the initial response of an AN fiber, i.e., the number of spikes that are that hair cells can express more than one type of voltagegated Ca 2/ channel (e.g., Su et al. 1995) . Rapidly inactivatlocked to the tone's onset, may be determined by a similar mechanism as the magnitude of the onset response of AI ing T-type Ca 2/ channels have not yet been identified in vertebrate hair cells, possibly due to the lack of selective neurons, i.e., by integration of the rate of change of peak pressure within a window given by (L 0 L min ). If this were antagonists (Dunlap et al. 1995) , but transient T-type Ca 2/ currents have been recorded in guinea pig vestibular hair the case, then the onset response of AN fibers would be expected to behave differently than the steady-state dis-cells (Rennie and Ashmore 1991). These authors observed that the rate of rise of the transient Ca 2/ currents and the charge, determined by the steady-state SPL. Several studies have indeed reported that the initial sharp onset peak seen in time-to-peak varied with the magnitude of the steplike depolarization. Furthermore, the maximum size of the current the peristimulus time histograms of most AN fibers behaves rather independently from the steady-state discharge rate. varied widely among different hair cells. Given these findings, it is conceivable that, in IHCs of the mammalian coFor example, the peak-to-steady-state ratio increases with stimulus amplitude (Kiang et al. 1965 ; Rhode and Smith chlea, noninactivating and rapidly inactivating voltage-gated Ca 2/ channels may coexist, with different ratios at different 1986; Westerman and Smith 1985; Yates et al. 1985) and recovery time (Rhode and Smith 1986) . Across different synapses of the same hair cell and across different hair cells. fibers, the ratio varies with SR and CF (Rhode and Smith 1986) .
Origin of the latency-acceleration function Adaptation studies of AN fibers have demonstrated that more than one form of adaptation must exist (Chimento and
The fact that AN and AI latency is an invariant function of maximum acceleration of peak pressure does not mean Schreiner 1991; Furukawa and Matsuura 1978; Smith 1984, 1985; Yates et al. 1985) , suggesting also that it is the time of occurrence of this stimulus feature that determines latency. For example, it is evident from the botthat there may be more than one mechanism of adaptation (Yates et al. 1985) . However, in contrast to some proposals tom row of Fig. 1 that for signals with a common maximum acceleration of peak pressure, the initial time course of the (Chimento and Schreiner 1991), a tone burst of some fixed steady-state amplitude, but shaped with a rise function, does peak pressure (and that of the rate of change of peak pressure) is also very similar. It might therefore be argued that not provide a constant input to the system. Clearly, the input, as well as the IHC's receptor potential (Palmer and Russell the critical variable in determining latency is not APP max but the fact that the different signals all reach some particularly 1986; Russell and Sellick 1983), is changing during the rise time. If the first spikes of an AN fiber, i.e., those that consti-low (''threshold'') peak pressure at nearly the same instant.
However, as inferred from the detailed analysis of the latency tute the onset response component, are generated by the same mechanism as that proposed for AI neurons, then the behavior of AI neurons (Heil 1997a,b; Heil and Irvine 1996) , this is likely not the case. In response to signals of effective stimulus for that onset component, viz. rate of change of peak pressure, is prevalent only during the rise the same maximum acceleration of peak pressure, the first spike of AI neurons can be triggered at quite different signal time and is zero at its end. Thus the initial rapid adaptation of AN fibers to tone bursts, conventionally shaped with rise amplitudes (see Fig. 8 in Heil 1997b) . Furthermore, careful analysis of responses to linear rise function tones showed times of 1-5 ms, may be due to the cessation of the effective J1002-6 / 9k20$$no04 10-29-97 14:22:29 neupas LP-Neurophys that the change in an AI neuron's latency with alterations ity is evoked. Any extrapolation of our findings to lower
